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PART A.   Read the whole story before beginning to write.

The tiger is the largest in the cat family. It has yellowish skin _____________ black stripes on its
head,  body  and  tail.  Because  of  its  _______________  man  and  other  animals  find  it
_______________ to see it in the jungle. The tiger usually _______________ in the day and hunts
at night. Tigers are found ______________ tropical countries

PART B.   REWRITING

  Rewrite the following sentences using the instructions given in the brackets.

(i) (Join the two sentences using the word”unless”)

       We won’t be in time for school. The bus comes quickly.                       

(ii) (With the sentence below, make a question beginning with either, “Who,” “How many” or 
“Where” 

         Simione lives with his parents and two sisters at Saweni.

3.    Complete the sentence below using the correct question tag.

        Ratu Meli is very thin…………………

4.    Re-write the sentence given below and put the correct punctuation marks where necessary.

         We won exclaimed Eroni………….



PART C.     

1.   I __________________anything since breakfast and I am very hungry.

A.    don’t eat B.    didn’t eat        C.    hadn’t eat   D.    haven’t eaten

2.    If I had enough money, I __________________ buy an ice-cream.

A.    can                  B.    will                C.     may    D.    would

3.    The baby was born ______________the morning of 6th April , 1980..

A.     at  B.    in                 C.      on               D.     from

4.    In the word “impolite,” im means

A.     bad B.    not                C.      one D.    often

5.    The harbour is very shallow. They’ll have to ________________it to allow big ship to use it.

A.    deep B.    deepen

C.     deeper D.     deepening

6.    Jone was unwilling to answer the questions. The word unwilling means

A.    impatient B.   expectant

C.    not eager D.    not anxious

7.   The boys are not allowed to play until they _________________ done their corrections

A.    had B.    have

C.     will have D.    would have

8.    Rosyln was careless and broke the cup. Her mother scolded her for her _______________.

A.    care B.    careless

C.    carefulness D.    carelessness

9.    Sikeli is rude. His brother Alete is the opposite, Alete is _________________________.

A.    polite B.     rude

              C.     impolite D.     politeness

10.    Which of the following is not spelt correctly.

A.    carrots B.    cabbag

C.    pumpkin D.     cucumber 


